
Game Design: 
 
 
 

LESSON 1 TASK: Designing and creating a race track for your game 

Skills to demonstrate: 

Beginner Intermediate Advanced Expert 
 Use a range of tools to 

build your world, (e.g. 
ground brush, hills and 
valleys, smooth and 
spiky land). 

 Use the ground brush to 
add land of different 
colours. 

 Use the water tool to 
add water to your world. 

 Use the object tool to 
add some extra scenery 
(not characters for your 
game). 

 Change the size of land 
using arrow keys. 

 Use the right-mouse 
button to tilt the world 
to help improve the 
design. 

 Use the scroll button to 
zoom in and out of the 
world to help improve 
design. 

 Use a scenery object to 
add music to (make 
invulnerable too in 
change settings). 

 Use different brush tools 
to add land (e.g. magic 
brush; linear brushes). 

 Use the timer or other 
conditions to change the 
colour of the sky. 

 Use the timer or other 
conditions to change the 
colour of the water. 

 Use the world settings 
to edit features of the 
game environment. 

Tasks to complete: 

Beginner Intermediate Advanced Expert 
 Create a simple race 

track with a start/finish 
line. 

 Your game begins with a 
countdown. 

 Create land that is a 
different colour. 

 Add some hills and 
valleys. 

 Add some water to your 
race track. 

 Have different coloured 
land that can be used as 
areas to speed up and 
slow down characters in 
the game. 

 Add clouds/extra 
scenery. 

 Change the size of the 
land by 
increasing/decreasing 
the brush size. 

 Add different 
types/colours of water, 
e.g. lava. 

 Add background music. 
 Include pixel art or 

design the world to look 
like something. 

 Create land using 
different brush types 
and shapes. 

 You have used many 
different features to 
create a well-designed 
race track. 

 Make the colour of the 
water change 
throughout the game. 

 Change the sky colour 
throughout the game. 

 Change some of the 
World Settings,( e.g. 
wave height, wave 
strength, breeze) 

REMEMBER:  
Everyone works at a different pace. Work through the activities that are a challenge for you, not your 
friends. Don’t worry if you are doing ‘beginner’ activities and your friends are not. Doing the activities 
that are a challenge to you will ensure you make progress with your computing skills. 

Lesson review 
Beginner Intermediate Advanced Expert 
 I completed mostly 

beginner tasks and 
demonstrated mostly 
beginner skills. 

 I completed mostly 
intermediate tasks and 
demonstrated mostly 
intermediate skills. 

 I also completed all of 
the beginner tasks and 
demonstrated those 
skills. 

 I completed mostly 
advanced tasks and 
demonstrated mostly 
advanced skills. 

 I also completed all of 
the beginner and 
intermediate tasks and 
demonstrated those 
skills. 

 I completed mostly 
expert tasks and 
demonstrated mostly 
expert skills. 

 I also completed all of 
the beginner, 
intermediate and 
advanced tasks and 
demonstrated those 
skills. 
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